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Editor’s
Notes
i have a simple test for whether a
typewriter publication is a good one:
does it excite me? Does it stimulate my
dreams and desires? Does it make me
want to find, restore, or use a special
typewriter that I hadn’t been dreaming
of before?
By that test, I believe you’re holding
a great issue of ETCetera. You’ll learn
about the Daugherty, the pioneering
frontstroke machine; the proportional
Ideal, which simulates fine German
printing; and the exquisite Hughes
Typograph, a pioneering device from
the mid-19th century.
And that’s not all. In our cover story,
Ian Brumfield will take you on a thrilling
plane ride, delivering Royals from Hartford to Havana. And Brent Wiggins will
introduce you to some of today’s most
dedicated typists.
Speaking of those typists, Joe Van
Cleave is contributing a story to Cold Hard
Type, and Linda Au is helping to design
and produce the collection. This is the
project I mentioned in our last issue—an
anthology of futuristic tales based on the
premise that digital technology is decaying or has collapsed, and typewriters are
back. My call for contributions was met
by a flood of inquiries and a strong set of
submissions. With a bit of luck, the collection will be available around the time
our next issue reaches you.
My own story for the collection was
drafted on a Hermes 8, a two-tone green
Remington Noiseless Portable, a Royal
KHM, and a MacBook Pro; I plan to type
the final version on a Woodstock N.
Without giving away the plot, I’ll say
that it was inspired in part by various
disturbing trends in our contemporary
use of digital devices. I can’t understand why millions of people are voluntarily putting “smart speakers” in their
homes—devices that constantly listen to

you and analyze your speech, searching
for opportunities to make you ever more
dependent on would-be-monopolistic
corporations. For some disabled people,
a voice-activated digital assistant is
helpful, but for the average user, surely
the risks outweigh the advantages—especially at a time when there is so much
disinformation, deception, and fraud
afoot in the digital world. It’s my honest belief that nearly everyone who
currently owns a smart speaker—or is
owned by one—would be much better off
with an honest, self-contained, mechanical device that waits for you to act, that
responds to your touch, and that helps
you express yourself while never putting
words in your mouth. Let’s see… where
could we ever find a machine like that?

Which reminds me of my favorite
passage from Tove Jansson’s Finn Family
Moomintroll:
“A machine for finding things out,”
said the Snork, “a machine that tells
you whether things are right or wrong,
good or bad.”
“That’s too difficult,” said the Hobgoblin, shaking his head, “I can’t manage that.”
“Well, in that case I should like a
typewriter,” said the Snork. ■

PORTABLES
BY PARACHUTE
by ian brumfield

over the course of my collecting career, few typewriter mysteries have lured
me like the Royal Air Truck—the mental
image of an airplane slinging crated
typewriters out into the air was always in
the back of my mind. Various conflicting
sources only fueled my curiosity. Some
said that the Air Truck was used once,¹
but others made it apparent that a multistage tour covering most of the United
States had taken place.²,³,⁴
In 2017, I started investigating with a
fresh angle that finally cracked the case.
I’ve put my findings down on paper in
an attempt to finally put the story of
Royal’s airplane to rest. While it is more
an aviation story than a typewriter story,
it ought to be covered due to its surprisingly far-reaching influence.
First, some background. Royal Typewriter Company was founded in 1904⁵
and funded by several wealthy investors,
chiefly Thomas Fortune Ryan. When
Royal entered the market, portable
machines had been sold since the 1880s,⁶
with Blickensderfer being the only
notable contender. Royal was content to
make standards exclusively through the
teens, at the end of which Blickensderfer,
Corona, Fox, and Underwood had already
staked their claims in the portable market. Remington released their portable
typewriter in 1920,⁷ one year before public records of Royal’s portable appear.⁸ It
has been theorized that Remington’s new
machine was similar enough to Royal’s
unreleased design that Royal decided to
rework it.⁹ Whatever the case may be,
the Royal Portable was delayed and their
engineers started revising.

Those engineers were Edward B. Hess,
Lewis C. Myers, and George F. Handley,¹⁰ who, from 1920-1926, designed a
sturdy and well-engineered machine
that would be the basis for most Royal
portables through 1958 and would inspire
a few models into the ‘70s. The portables
were given their own serial number
run with a “P” prefix, and in September
1926, they went on sale. While sales were
good—6,000 units in four months¹¹—they
were nothing compared to sales of other
makes, which for the most part were both
smaller and lighter than the Royal P. But
1927 would prove to be the year the Royal
Portable and airplanes both “took off.”
During the span of 1904-1927, airplanes
saw unprecedented growth, coming
into their own in World War I as reconnaissance, bombing, and aerial combat
platforms.¹²,¹³,¹⁴ After the war, airplanes
struggled to find their place. Air Mail was
developed and barnstormers toured the
country performing stunts, but overall,
little had changed.¹⁵ A few enterprising
individuals were setting the stage for
modern air travel—Boeing, Douglas, Curtiss, and Stout (among others) were all
designing and building aircraft. Dedicated airlines such as Delta (1925) and Northwest (1926) were forming, as well as cargo
and airmail lines that would branch into
passenger service, such as Varney (1926)
and Pan American (1927).¹⁶ A powder keg
was set, waiting for a match.
On the damp morning of May 20th,
1927, Charles Lindbergh took off from
Roosevelt Field in Long Island, New York,
bound for Paris, France, and the $25,000
Orteig Prize. 33 hours later, his success-

ful landing electrified the world.¹⁵,¹⁶,¹⁷,¹⁸
Airmail volume drastically increased and
several other aviation prizes were put
in place: $35,000 for the first two crews
from Oakland to Honolulu, $25,000 for
the first crew from Dallas to Hong Kong,
and another in that range for Paris to
Cleveland, among others.¹⁸ Barnstormers
who had once been begging for people
to show interest in airplanes now had to
fight off crowds. It is worth remembering
that in 1927 airplanes weren’t commonplace—seeing one was a special occasion.
“Airplanes flew low, they flew right over
towns, sometimes right across your roof
top. Small boys, and their fathers and
their mothers and brothers and sisters,
ran outside to look up and yell when an
airplane was heard roaring overhead.”¹⁸
One of those who took notice was
George Ed. Smith, President of Royal
Typewriter. While the timeline is a little
vague, it wasn’t long after Lindbergh’s
flight that Royal reached out to the Stout
Metal Airplane Division of Ford Motor
Company. Between Lindbergh’s flight on
May 20th and the signing of the contract
on June 28th, Royal worked with Ford and
specified a custom-built 4AT-A series TriMotor for a new ad campaign. The agreed
price was $45,000, with Royal VP Edmund
Faustmann putting $10,000 down.¹⁹,²⁰,²¹
The “bang” of this campaign wasn’t
just the airplane, but the plan to parachute portables from the airplane. From the
contract: “Seller represents that plane
sold is its latest development in approved
and tested design; and is to have a cruising radius of 500 miles; and is to have a
capacity for carrying 210 Royal Portable
ETCetera No. 124 • Spring 2019 • 3

From citation 20.

John A. Collings

A crate with typewriters inside the Air Truck before cargo conversion. Note the wicker passenger chairs, exposed
windows, and lack of paint.⁶⁷

A crate shortly after parachute testing on the field at Ford Airport. From the author’s personal collection.
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Typewriters weighing 13 pounds each on
an average. Seller to make minor changes
in fusilage [sic] in order that handling
above may be made practical for commercial delivery purposes, and externally to
give appearance of commercial delivery
rather than passenger carrying type.”
The contract further specified that Ford
would supply the pilot and mechanic to fly
with the aircraft as well as the “best and
latest information through maps, tables or
otherwise, concerning air ports, permits,
delivery routes, methods of operation and
maintenance of plane.”¹⁹ Royal’s plane was
to have a wingspan of 71 ft. 5 in., a length
of 49 ft. 10 in., stand 12 ft. 8 in. tall, have
a top speed of 120 mph, an operational
ceiling of 15,000 ft., and a 10-passenger
capacity, although only two seats were left
in place.²² The plane was equipped with
both a clerk’s desk and a unique parachuting mechanism in the rear of the fuselage:
a trap door operated by a lever.²¹,²³,²⁴,²⁵
On July 18th, 1927, Royal picked John
A. Collings as pilot, who was more than
accomplished by 1920s standards.²⁶,²⁷,²⁸
He was born in Abington, Virginia on
April 6th, 1903. He learned to fly in 1919
and joined the U.S. Army Air Service
in 1922, serving until 1925. Two of his
notable accomplishments as a serviceman
were completing the first night crosscountry formation flight and taking first
place in the first annual aerial gunnery
and bombing matches with 1560 of 1600
possible points. After departing the Army
Air Service, Collings was hired by the
Ford Air Transport Service, flying parts
between factories in Chicago, Cleveland,
and Detroit.²⁹,³⁰ The contract Ford made
with Royal stipulated that he’d be making
$500/month, and that Ford’s chosen mechanic, Howard West, would make $60/
week, both with all expenses paid.¹⁹
In Dearborn, Michigan, the plane was
coming together on a short assembly line
at Ford Air Port, with the aim of having
the plane finished on July 29th.³¹ It was
finished on time, with flight and parachute testing on the 29th and 30th proving most satisfactory. It is during these
tests that I assume the “corner strike” issue was discovered: if a crate of portables
landed on its corner, the machines would
almost certainly be rendered unusable.
Royal’s ground crews were instructed to
watch for this moving forward and only
open crates that landed flat. Luckily, only
two crates landed on their corners for the

entirety of the Air Truck’s service.³²
On August 3rd, the Air Truck was
exhibited to the press, and at 8 a.m. that
morning took off from Dearborn bound
for Curtiss Field, Long Island, with
scheduled layovers in Cleveland, Ohio and
Bellefonte, Pennsylvania. They landed at
Teterboro Field in New Jersey, where they
remained overnight.³³,³⁴
On the morning of August 4th, the
plane took off with Ford representative J.
B. Ayres and demonstrated the parachuting technique for the press and Royal
executives at Curtiss Field.²¹,³⁵,³⁶ They
eventually dropped seven crates before
George Ed. Smith handed George Robertson of Ford’s Airplane Division a check for
the remaining $35,000 and took possession of the airplane.³⁷
A motor truck waited alongside a field on
which was marked an enormous white
circle with a cross in the middle. Three men
sat on the fenders of the truck with “eyes
aloft.” The whir of an airplane motor was
audible. As the plane itself came into view,
it descended, circled the ground markings twice, swooped lower at one hundred
miles per hour, and as it did so, something
dropped several hundred feet and suddenly
a white parachute opened up. Slowly the
“chute” descended, without deviation, and
landed its cargo within the marked area.
The three men unloosened [sic] the parachute, put both the chute and its cargo into
their truck and drove away. As they started
off, the plane was a speck in the western
sky. —The Daily Notes³⁸
On the morning of the 5th, they landed
in Hartford, Connecticut, home of Royal,
where 75 guests had been invited to a
reception. The plane would only fit in the
field’s largest hangar sideways.³⁹
What follows is a day-by-day reconstruction of the Air Truck’s first tour from
Hartford to Havana and back, using John
Collings’ own words where practicable.

Monday, August 8th

early that morning the royal air
Truck was ready for departure. Fueled,
oiled, and loaded with Royal Portable
typewriters, Collings and West lifted off
at 8:15 in the morning. Their first stop was
Hadley Field in New Brunswick, New Jersey, where a delivery was made to a crowd
of 500 people 15 minutes behind schedule
due to heavy fog. After topping up with

fuel and getting updated weather reports
“from the air mail people,” they took off
and arrived in Baltimore at noon. Continuing from Baltimore they passed over
Richmond, Virginia, where they dropped a
crate on the city fairground and “a celebration was held.” The Air Truck continued
on to Langley Field in Hampton, Virginia,
where Collings had won the bombing contest almost three years prior.⁴⁰,⁴¹

Tuesday, August 9th

collings and west alighted later
than usual, departing at 9 a.m. and arriving in Raleigh, North Carolina, at 10:30
a.m. From there, they departed for Savannah and landed at 4:30 in the afternoon. ⁴⁰
The country from Raleigh to Savannah is
very poor and for stretches of from sixty
to seventy miles across South Carolina it
is practically impossible for any type of
aircraft to make a safe landing. … A city
as large and progressive as Savannah
should certainly have a better airport and
undoubtedly efforts will be made by the
many Georgians interested in the development of commercial aviation in the south
to improve the present field or find a new
and larger area. —John Collings⁴²

Wednesday, August 10th

they took off from savannah at 8
a.m. to make Orlando, Florida, in two
and a quarter hours.⁴⁰ A huge crowd
awaited them, which was typical of
their time in Florida. “For almost two
hours before the huge “flying truck” of
the Royal Typewriter Company actually
arrived, Buck Field … was fringed with
cars and thronged with people….” Their
landing spawned a few local advertising
pieces: after the Air Truck refueled, the
local Sunoco manager ran several ads
claiming that SUNOCO was what got
the Air Truck across Florida.⁴⁵,⁴⁶ “We
delivered merchandise, took on gas and
oil and hopped off for Miami where we
arrived at 5:30.”⁴⁰,⁴³

Thursday, August 11th

at 5:45 in the morning, the air truck
departed with Royal representative John
J. Casey aboard “in charge of merchandise
and arrangements.”
The course lay south over the Florida Keys,
the Straits of Florida and then the open
sea to Havana. I must say it was the most
beautiful sight I have ever viewed from
an airplane. The weather was fine, sunny
and few clouds. We maintained an average
elevation of 6,000 feet over the water and
found at that height we could see deep
down into the clear depths, frequently observing sharks and various other fish and
all sorts of sea life of remarkable variety
in color and form. … a little before eleven
o’clock (when we were due in Havana) we
sighted the city dead ahead. After circling
several times over the city, we dropped our
parachute suspending three typewriters,
which we could see land safely in the midst
of Columbia Field, and a few moments
later we came down ourselves. Our reception was as enthusiastic as those which
had preceded and we were honored by the
presence of many high Cuban government
officials … There seemed to be thousands
of camera and newspaper men and that
day and the next the papers of the island
were filled with news of the first commercial air delivery from the United States to
another country. … One of the most amusing incidents of this initial air trucking
enterprise to a foreign country was that,
in our enthusiasm and eagerness to carry
out the novel pioneer journey, carrying
merchandise from one country to another,
we altogether overlooked the fact that we
were engaging in international commerce
and so clean forgot that there were such
things as customs, manifests and other international regulations to be observed. So
this load of typewriters was driven to the
customs warehouse and impounded. There
is no doubt that they will eventually get
to Mr. Texidor, the consignee, as government officials are more likely to be amused
with our ardor than concerned about our
unthinking evasion of technicalities.
—John Collings⁴³,⁴⁷

Monday, August 15th

they took off from columbia field at
8:30, passing over the Keys with “the same
good weather as we had coming over.”
After a quick stop in Miami in the early afternoon, “greeted again by a large crowd,
ETCetera No. 124 • Spring 2019 • 5

we … made for our old friend, Orlando,
which had urgently invited us to make a
return stop. This, however, we were not
able to do that afternoon as a storm followed us all the way from the keys and I
thought it best to keep out of its way … So
I decided to land at Daytona, Florida, on
the great beach, than which there could
not be a better landing field. After landing we rolled the air truck on planks to
the high soft sand where the shelves and
dunes made a very acceptable hangar
and protected it against tides and winds
during the night.”⁴⁷ Unknown to Collings
and West, the invitation they had received
from Orlando on behalf of the National
Aeronautical Association was to attend a
banquet in their honor.⁴⁸ Approximately
20,000 people waited at Buck Field for
their arrival,⁴⁷ and while no update was
published, it can be assumed that the
banquet went on without them.

From citation 4. See enlargement on page 3.

Tuesday, August 16th

“next day, not to disappoint our
friends at Orlando, we circled back 65
miles and landed again in the midst of a
great crowd.”⁴⁷ There, the first air freight
to be shipped from Florida was loaded
aboard the Tri-Motor. The recorded cargoes are as follows: “one gallon Abbotmaid
ice cream packed with dry ice, to be served
to officials of the Royal Typewriter Company; one box Blue Goose oranges, presented
by the American Fruit Growers.”⁴⁹ They
continued on to Savannah, Georgia, where
they picked up several crates of peaches.
The evening flight to Spartanburg, South
Carolina, was uneventful.⁵⁰

Wednesday, August 17th

from spartanburg they passed through
Greensboro, North Carolina, and then
inland toward Arrington, Virginia, “where
we had a little private delivery to make.”⁵⁰,⁵¹
Located nearby in the Blue Ridge
Mountains, you’ll find Oak Ridge, a 4,800acre estate dating back to the mid 1700s.
Since 1901 the estate had been owned by
Thomas Fortune Ryan, one of the wealthiest men in the United States and largest
stockholder of Royal Typewriter.⁵²,⁵³
Of the events that day, Collings and The
Wonderful Writing Machine have differing
accounts. Collings wrote:
We had contracted to deliver a crate of
Georgia peaches by parachute to Thomas
F. Ryan at Oak Ridge, Virginia. This feat
was not unattended with difficulty. When
we got into the mountains of Virginia I
thought it best to thread up the valleys
on account of the heavy overcast weather
which clung to the mountain tops. We
found the estate that we were looking for
and, coming down quite low, we were able
to observe three men holding out a long
strip of canvas to mark the spot on which
our parachute cargo was to land. We
dropped the crate, observing that it nearly
hit the mark, and then we flew on.⁵⁰
Bliven wrote: “Smith arranged to drop
a portable onto the lawn of the founding capitalist’s estate in Virginia, just to
prove to him what a wonderful stunt it
was. (Ryan already had a Royal Portable
that had been delivered in a more prosaic
manner.) That was the time, of all times,
that the ground crew opened up a carton
that had landed on its corner. Damned
machine wouldn’t write a letter.”³²
At 5:30 the Air Truck arrived at Logan
Field in Baltimore, Maryland, where they
stayed the night.⁵⁰

Thursday, August 18th

and 20 minutes of flight time, visiting a
dozen cities.⁵⁵ The tour continued into
February of 1928, and “all told, we covered
187 different towns and cities from Bangor,
Maine to Havana, Cuba in the East, and
from Fargo, North Dakota to San Antonio,
Texas in the West,” Collings later recalled.²⁹
The plane was sold to Stout Air Services for
passenger service as plane 6, NC-880.²¹,⁵⁶

On October 13th, 1928, NC-880 was in
the process of being transferred from Ford
Air Port to Mathewson Flying Field at dusk.
On approach to Mathewson shortly after 7
o’clock, they “scraped the top of a tree. The
tail was thrown in the air and the plane
crashed.” All three aboard were pulled
unconscious from the wreck and survived,
but the plane was a total loss.²¹,⁵⁷,⁵⁸,⁵⁹
Collings returned to Ford in February
of 1928, serving as chief test pilot for the
Wasp-powered Tri-Motors. In November
he left Ford to serve as chief pilot of Transcontinental Air Transport, the first airline
to offer coast-to-coast service. He was
appointed Superintendent of the Eastern
Division from 1929 to 1939, during which

that morning, “we faced terrible
weather—thick fog and rain. We waited in
Baltimore until afternoon for a possible let
up. This did not come materially, so we set
out anyway and proved the air worthiness
of our plane by making New York by 4:30,
landing at Miller Field, Staten Island.”⁵⁰

Friday, August 19th

the last day saw them arrive home to
Hartford, Connecticut.⁵⁰,⁵⁴ The Royal Air
Truck had covered 5,480 miles in 44 hours
6 • ETCetera No. 124 • Spring 2019

John Collings (L) and Col. Charles Lindbergh (R) in front
of a T.A.T. Tri-Motor.⁶⁰

time T.A.T. morphed into TWA. He eventually rose to Vice President in charge of operations in 1942 before making the board of
directors in ‘43.²⁹,³⁹,⁶⁰ He retired from TWA
in 1959 to return to Hartford as an employee of United Aircraft Corporation, from
which he retired in 1967. John Collings died
on January 15th, 1971, a barnstormer who
left an indelible mark on the jet age.⁶¹,⁶²,⁶³
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show & tell : thor konwin & flavio mantelli

A Hughes
reaches the market-and departs

at 2:40 am, u.s. eastern time, on january 23, longtime dealer Thor Konwin, of
This Olde Office, sent out an e-mail advertising a Hughes Typograph. Within a
few hours, the Typograph was no longer
for sale; it had joined the amazing collection of our alert and resourceful friend
Flavio Mantelli. We thank Flavio and
Thor for these photos. Thor describes the
device as follows:
This is G. A. Hughes’ 1850 Typograph, the
specimen depicted in the photographs in
Michael Adler’s book Antique Typewriters from Creed to QWERTY (Schiffer,
1997) on pages 7 and 35. It comes from John
Foster’s marvelous Australian collection,
which we will be presenting for sale weekly
this year. It has a circular index with letters in relief that allow a blind person to
type and therefore to communicate with
the sighted world. The machine was the
invention of G. A. Hughes, an English8 • ETCetera No. 124 • Spring 2019

man and the Governor of the Manchester
Blind Asylum. He presented his machine,
and won a medal for it, at the 1851 Great
Exhibition in London and again presented
essentially the same machine at the 1862
London Exhibition. There are now five
other surviving specimens known, including three in museums (London Science
Museum, UK; Royal National Institute for
the Blind, UK; Perkins Museum in Watertown, Massachusetts; and two in private
collections, both in Germany).
Most collectors recognize the Sholes &
Glidden (1873) as being the first commercially successful keyboard typewriter and
the Hall (1881) as the first commercially
successful index typewriter. Here is G. A.
Hughes’ Typograph of 1850 (some 23 years
before the S&G). It was not called a typewriter, but since it did type (through carbon
paper) all common characters—all in caps
and on regular paper—it could be called
the first successful typewriter or, at the

very least, its immediate precursor. The
Typograph was known to be in consistent
manufacture for more than ten years. Adler
(the source of most of our information)
makes a point about the difference between
manufacture and mass production. In the
process he suggests mass production needs
to be included in deciding “commercial success.” In this case, from the serial numbers
of known surviving specimens, at least 60
were made and sold. Anyway, whatever you
decide, this is a historically important and
a very rare antique typewriter. I seldom use
the term “rare” but it is appropriate here.
This absolutely beautiful machine
is in very good condition, it is working
perfectly, and incredibly, it comes with
its original mahogany case, featuring
tiny handmade dovetails, and still has its
original locking key. To my knowledge, this
is the only surviving specimen known still
with its original case. The case is in excellent condition. ■
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The Ideal
Proportions
for Fraktur
A great surprise: Ideal with printer’s escapement.
German type must and will prevail. The problem
of German type is solved with the Ideal.

technical solutions often don’t go
hand in hand with the demands of
practice—and this is the case with the
Ideal typewriter with proportional
spacing, or “printer’s escapement”
(Buchdruckschaltung). 1
But let’s start at the beginning. Fraktur
type is one example of “broken” type (in
Latin, fractura means “break”); it is also
sometimes known as Blackletter, Gothic, or
Old English. The name Fraktur stems from
the broken strokes of letters such as m,
whereas in non-broken or Latin-style
typefaces, generally known in Germany
as Antiqua types, the strokes are comparatively fluid and connected: m. Fraktur is
essentially rooted in so-called Gothic minuscule handwriting; in the 16th century,
it became widely used in German texts
thanks to its use in the imperial court, in
Martin Luther’s works, and in books such
as Albrecht Dürer’s texts on art theory.
In contrast, foreign or Latin texts were
predominantly set in Antiqua. Starting in
the late 19th century, there was a passionate (and political) controversy about
the value of Fraktur for the German
language—the so-called Antiqua-Fraktur
dispute. Yet, little changed in the common use of Fraktur in Germany, Norway,
and parts of the Baltic area, which may
have resulted in the (inaccurate) designation of Fraktur as “German type.”¹
Fraktur follows its own rules for
spelling and typography. For instance,
there are three different versions of
the letter s: \, s, ß. (Here, ß is actually
a ligature composed of \ and z—s and
z, or “eszet” in German—which is still
used today in its Antiqua form: ß.) The
combinations ch, ck, st and tz must be
combined in special ligatures: [, {, }, ].
10 • ETCetera No. 124 • Spring 2019

by bert kerschbaumer

So a good-looking result requires an
experienced typesetter. 2
Since typewriters were mainly used to
prepare business documents, and in view
of the difficult typography previously
described, the use of Fraktur on typewriters was always a marginal phenomenon.
Fraktur typefaces, including ligatures,
were available for typewriters with
interchangeable type elements, such as
Hammond, Blickensderfer, or Mignon.
Likewise, all the large type manufacturers
offered Fraktur for typebar machines, but
in comparison to Antiqua, Fraktur always
looked awkward and was hard to read.
The July 15, 1911 issue of BürobedarfsRundschau (BBR, or Office Equipment
Review) reports on a vote in the German
parliament on a proposal to use Antiqua
in official documents; the bill was defeated by an overwhelming majority. The
editor bemoans the “backwardness” of
the deputies, for even requests addressed
to the German Kaiser are prepared on a
typewriter that uses italic Antiqua type.
The editor also warns that when Fraktur is used to make stencils, the capitals
become illegible blots; in addition, it
leads to an accumulation of ornate letters and a spoiled text. He concludes
that typewriter factories may well offer
machines with Fraktur, but one will do
them a favor if one spares them the labor
of providing them.²
Proportional typewriters were available both before successful industrial
manufacture got underway (Thurber,
Jones, Mitterhofer, Alisoff, etc.) and
afterwards (early Crandall, Automatic,
Columbia, Maskelyne, etc.). However,
none of these machines was a resounding success. In order to obtain regular-

looking writing with a Fraktur typeface,
a proportional typewriter is required.
In December 1913, the Düsseldorf City
Secretary Hugo Gebhardt proposed the
Siegfried typewriter; 3 this machine
would take account of all the peculiarities of Fraktur, including ligatures, the
various versions of the “s,” an appropriate keyboard, and a proportional escapement. The BBR reported that “numerous
specialists have inspected the prototype
and vouch for it; the simplicity of the
new escapement is especially praised.”³
The plan was to market the machine in
1914 for a price of 400 marks (in comparison, a Blickensderfer no. 8 with two
typewheels cost 260 marks). Unfortunately, the outbreak of the First World
War forestalled the Siegfried’s entry into
the market.⁴
In times of war and crisis, nationalism
seems to be the remedy of first choice.
The same holds true for 1915, in the middle of the War, when Seidel & Naumann
advertised, “Write German Type with
a German Machine.” 4 Due to the war,
hardly any typewriters were available on
the free market, but at least the German
Empress could be cited as a buyer of the
Ideal B—and as a buyer of the Erika, the
Grand Duke of Mecklenburg-Schwerin.
Both machines, naturally, featured
“German type” and a suitable keyboard
that even provided ligatures (but not a
proportional escapement).⁵
In the twenties, Germany certainly
had more serious problems than the
question of Fraktur typewriters. After
the National Socialists seized power in
1933, Interior Minister Dr. Wilhelm Frick
ordered all departments and authorities under his supervision to purchase

2

3

Fraktur typewriters from then on. In
this way, Nazi ideology’s emphasis on the
specifically German saved Fraktur from
oblivion. In September 1933, representatives of the authorities and industry held
a meeting of the standards committee
to discuss how to proceed with Fraktur
typewriters. The manufacturers smugly
warned that to date, they had noticed
no need for Fraktur machines, but that
they were surely prepared for the coming
orders. The representatives of the Ministry of Commerce doubted the utility of
such typewriters, and warned of higher
costs. After a three-day discussion, it
was decided to form a commission to
study the problem further. By the end of
November, 1933, the commission delivered its first, meager result: a standard
keyboard for Fraktur typewriters! 5 The
reservations of industry and the Ministry became even stronger, due to the
anticipated high costs of designing a new,
appropriate Fraktur typeface.⁶
In September 1934, at the International
Office Exhibition in Berlin, the “Augsburger Meisterschrift” was presented—
a Fraktur typeface jointly created by all
the large type factories, and especially
designed for typewriters. It avoided
highly ornate capitals, and the widths
of the lowercase letters were no longer
so varied. This typeface was available in
widths of 2.25 or 2.6 millimeters. 6 7
But the coup was scored by Seidel &
Naumann: without any prior announcement, they presented a typewriter based
on the Ideal D that featured Fraktur type
and automatic proportional typing. Its
typeface was the newly developed Kulmbacher-Schwabacher type, with widths
of 1.04, 2.08, and 3.12 millimeters.⁷

4

5

6

7
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The essential difference between this
machine and the Ideal D lies in the design
of the escapement. 8 9 The loose dog can
advance one, two, or three teeth of the starwheel, depending on the key depressed.
Two control links (b, c) triggered by a rail
(a) determine the position of the stop that
limits the motion of the escapement tooth
(f). The escapement advances one space
when the stop is in position 1, two spaces
when it is in position 2, and three when it
is in position 3; the starwheel turns the corresponding number of teeth.
A further demand of the Ministry of
the Interior was that Roman numerals I, V,
and X, which were often needed for official
communications, should be available as
Antiqua capitals. As a result, the only ligature left on the keyboard was the eszet (ß).
As far as industry was concerned, the
“problem” of German type on the typewriter was hereby solved. But the demand from
the Ministry of the Interior must have been
limited, and Seidel & Naumann also did
very little to advertise the new machine. In
1934, no further ad appeared in the BBR; in
1935, only two. 10 I could not find any selling
price for the machine, either. It is probably
due to these circumstances that today, the
proportional Ideal is a rarity of the first rank
(pictured: machine #561436). 11
Starting in 1939, the use of Fraktur as
“German type” took a grotesque turn:
Fraktur became the target of an antisemitic polemic. Schwabacher Fraktur was
defamed as “Jewish letters.” In an edict of
January 3, 1941, its use was forbidden, and
Antiqua was declared to be the standard
12 • ETCetera No. 124 • Spring 2019

10

type style. “The real basis for the ban was
the consideration that texts printed in
Fraktur that were intended for foreign
countries—for occupied populations that
were used to reading Antiqua—would be
difficult to read, or unreadable altogether.”⁸

We often find that a typeface has been
created for a typewriter—but hardly ever
that a typewriter was created for a typeface! “The new Ideal—as beautiful and
easily readable as book type.” ■
(Acknowledgements and Endnotes on page 15)
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Facebook's
Typewriter
Collectors
by brent wiggins
apple says “think different,” but the
company rolls out the same thing every
year. Facebook says “Move fast with
stable infra” and Google says “Do the
right thing,” when just moments ago they
said “Move fast, break things” and “Don’t
be evil.” Amazon is the “earth’s most
customer-centric company”? Buying and
using the newest technology has become
more a necessity than a luxury.
You know nothing about your computer, only the people who took a bite of the
Apple do. You decide to Google the answer
instead, but there is one more thing, and
a googol of things, you did not know. Selfconscious about your digital dependence
and ineptitude, you turn to the familiar
faces of Facebook. There you find digital
detox groups, pen pal groups, and a group
of typists who swim against that trending
digital tide. People who love living off the
grid but get back on it frequently enough
to introduce the virtual to reality. 5,000
members strong, including five typists
we’ll meet within these pages, this is the
Antique Typewriter Collectors Group.

No Average Joe

you go to ebay and purchase a typewriter on instinct. It arrives undamaged
but dirtier than a bad reputation. You
never had to clean a computer before and
if you did, it happened behind a curtain
at an Apple Store. You doubt the store’s
technicians can defrag a typewriter, so
you call on the best customer service you
know. The man from the New Mexico
desert sits in front of your YouTube
screen and kindly assures you with a
fireside chat. After a good dusting, greasing, and scrubbing, the machine types
everything under the sun, and beckons
everyone under the sun.
“My family has been here in the East
Mesa since 1903, before Albuquerque and

Joe Van Cleave

New Mexico were a city and a state,” Joe
Van Cleave said, the man from the desert
with an adobe rose complexion and a
voice fit for radio.
Joe’s first memory of a typewriter is of
his mother’s machine, when he was five
years old. “She went to the kitchen and
I stood on the chair with the typewriter
on the table. I couldn’t read but I had
matched the letters or their shapes on
the page with the ones on the keyboard.
I remember my mother praising me for
typing the same sentence she had typed.”
People know Joe from his YouTube
channel, the home of his long-running
series on typewriters. “One of the good
things about having a collection of typewriters is if you only had one machine,
and it was finicky and it had issues, then
you might be less than satisfied with
typewriters,” Joe ponders. His channel,
he says, is an open forum about the history of typewriters, how they work, how
to fix them, and what creative potential
they hold for us.
The typewriters he uses the most are a
Brother Webster XL-747, a Royal Mercury,
and a Royal Quiet De Luxe. “I like an elite
machine, twelve characters per inch. I
don’t have to use the carriage return quite
as often. The other thing I like to use is
rolls of paper in the spirit of Jack Kerouac.”

He notes the deceit of “user-friendly”
digital technology: “When you have a black
box with microscopic transistors and software, you don’t know how it really works.
It’s really wanting to use you as a product
to gain information and sell that; at least
network technology seems to be that way.
Typewriters are transparent, they’re not
trying to be purposely deceptive.” The typewriter, he says, is more than a conversation
piece, it is a tool that is a means of conversation itself. Likewise, his videos are conversations about his personal perspective on
life, as well as how-to demonstrations.
let’s meet another four modern
typists who hang out on Facebook.
Robert Urban is the author of three
books including 101 Awesome Things To
Do With Your Child & Other Musings Of A
Divorced Dad and is a former Marine with
a doctorate in environmental science
from Longwood, Florida. He is now the
founder of his internet marketing company, PaperBoat Media.
He says “there is a lot of modern obsoleteness,” and believes that people are
trying to be like hares when they should
instead be like tortoises.
“There’s an anonymity to social media
and our devices make communication
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more convenient but less sympathetic
and empathetic. We forget that a human
is behind those devices.”
Robert continues to believe in the design and ingenuity of the typewriter.
“I think the number one thing in
sales, in relationships, even education,
is: how good of a storyteller can you
become? While we’re slowing down with
typewriters, it forces us to slow down
with other technology.”
Robert’s next book, Christmas Gorilla, is
scheduled for Amazon this winter. He hopes
to make it a part of American folklore.

Grant Andrews

Grant Andrews is a novice collector
from Southwestern Ontario, Canada, who
works in a lumber yard by day and writes
fiction by night. The first typewriter he
owned was a Brother Charger 11.
“Six or seven months ago, I found myself losing focus as I tried to write at my
computer. There was always too much
to do. Typewriters’ independence from
electricity also struck me.”
He speaks matter-of-factly about his
machines and the digital landscape.
“My typewriters are tools first and
foremost. Secondly, they are appreciated as triumphs of design and human
ingenuity. Digital media is immortal
and bodiless. Analog technologies have
finite, mortal bodies and memories
within those bodies. I think that the
slight trend back toward analog technology is rooted in that.”
He believes that typewriters and
computers are equals as tools for writing, but typewriters are meant for “pure
stream of consciousness” and computers
are for revision.
Grant jokes that the number of typewriters he would like to own “fluctuates
between three and three hundred,” but
he has six now and is looking for a possible ten, one for each finger.
14 • ETCetera No. 124 • Spring 2019

Heidi (right) presents the award for “Most Mistakes”
to her mother (center) in the typing contest at her
last type-in, co-hosted by Paul Lundy (left), owner of
Bremerton Office Machine Co. and hosted by Don Feldman of Typewriter Fever.

Heidi Newitt Lewis lives in Kingston,
Washington and works in office administration. She has a degree in English literature and has taught English for nine years
to adults in Switzerland, the place where
her typewriter collecting habit started.
She first learned about the Antique
Typewriter Collectors from Paul Lundy,
the owner of Bremerton Office Machine Company.
Her first typewriter was her mother’s
IBM Selectric II before she bought a Royal
Royalite for college. She collects manuals
only and has 35 at the moment alongside a small library of 600 books, a 1929
Singer treadle-operated machine, vinyl
records, and classic cars.
“There’s something about the physical
connection to the action—feeling the metal
joints moving and working. That keeps you
present in the moment. It’s transcendent.”
Heidi is now the creator of her own local typewriter group, Puget Sound Typewriter Enthusiasts, which can be found
on Facebook and in the Seattle area.

Linda types the first drafts of her books every year for
NaNoWriMo on her IBM Selectric II.

Linda M. Au is from Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania and a graduate of Carnegie
Mellon University. One of her typecast
entries about her first type-in can be

found in Richard Polt’s analog field guide,
The Typewriter Revolution.
She believes the typewriter is the
bridge for equality:
“Sharing something as unique as a
love of typewriters allows this diverse
group of people to come together and
ignore their differences completely. Who
knew something so specific would let
us each be so broadly accepting of each
other? Sure, typewriters aren’t going to
usher in world peace, but honestly, it’s
nice to get excited about something that
isn’t going to break down into an all-out
war over beliefs. Well, unless you start
asking people what they think of the
Hermes 3000.”
Linda installs a new film ribbon in her
IBM Selectric II, ready for her fifteenth
NaNoWriMo. Readers can learn more
about Linda in issue 120 of ETCetera.
“we are toolmakers,” joe says, “and so
we are storytellers. That’s why we collect
so many typewriters; it’s the haptics, how
the typewriter feels and makes us feel.”
If he could go back, Joe says he would
make the machines more colorful and
“writer-friendly” with different keyboard
layouts and different options for characters on the keys and typebars, similar to
Smith-Corona’s Changeable Type.
Similarly, he thinks there is a demand
and niche market for distraction-free
technology, like the AlphaSmart Neo and
FreeWrite word processors, but, he says,
they are not building the right kind of
alternative typewriter.
“The problem with computers is
they’re a universal, general, informationprocessing device. You can make them do
almost anything you want. They’re the
jack of all trades, master of none, and with
software and the internet, there’s more
manipulation than creation happening.”
Joe says that the typewriter can be
manufactured better than the copycats,
like the We R Memory Keepers Typecast
Typewriter.
“For the typewriter, most parts have
to be manufactured in a factory, you can’t
just 3D print everything the same way.
You have to market it well as a single-use
device, a specialist technology, and sell it
for a high enough price that represents a
quality machine.”
He loves the newfound interest in
typewriters but feels it inadvertently is

destroying them. “People don’t always
buy locally,” he explains, “and because
of that, they risk receiving a damaged
typewriter from poor shipping.” Buying
locally and type-testing before you buy
are his suggestions.
Joe and his fellow typewriter collectors share their closing thoughts on the
lasting impact of the analog machine.
Robert types of a future still up in the
air for typewriters. “A lot of enthusiasts
repair their own but there’s an expiration
date, just not any time soon, not with this
nostalgic boom for it right now,” he says.
Grant types a bittersweet hello and
goodbye. “The computer lets me say
whatever I want, whenever I want to.
It’s limitless to the point where it might
as well have a warp drive. I personally
don't think that people will come back to
the typewriter as a culture. It may well
remain a hobbyist or enthusiast item
from here until the end of time. I think
that 3D printing might have some effect
on the longevity of existing typewriters
by printing new and spare parts, and that
is exciting to me.”
Heidi types a steadfast affirmation.
“Analog technology lasts far longer than
digital, at least in the current digital landscape. Most people ignore the fact that
computers fail constantly, that they lose
data, or change format and become unreadable. Books made of paper or vellum
can last millennia. Typewriters that are a
hundred years old can work like new, or
be brought back almost from the dead.”

Linda types a moderate view for the future of typewriters. “I don’t think society
is headed offline any time soon—we’ve
come too far for that—but I do think people will start to temper their constantly
online states. They’ll become a little more
thoughtful about their time on the internet, a little more deliberate. I think the
knee-jerking to being always online will
settle down at some point. That’s when the
typewriter will shine again.”
Joe rolls the platen, lifts the paper
bail, relieves the pressure on the paper
release lever, and pulls out and reads his
inked thoughts.
“What if there was a typewriter
delivery service? I can imagine almost
crowd-sourcing this, the way Uber works.
Drivers get paid extra to safely deliver
your typewriter. I see the typewriter as an
alternative technology to word-processing and compulsive or instant editing. It’s
from an era with that phase of undistracted writing, where we gave ourselves
time to think. I’ve always said that the
bottleneck in the whole writing process
is not the writing technology, it’s always
what’s going on between your ears. It’s
finding the right words, finding that
creative place to be in, that’s really the
limit. The speed of typing is irrelevant, it
doesn’t matter how fast you can type. It’s
really about how deeply you can create.”
You glare back at the computer.
Without it, you never would have known
these anachronists. You also realize that
the computer never blinks. The tabs, the

links, the webpages, the programs, the
notifications, all of it is so bottomless and
demanding. A sinking feeling comes over
you, and then, another click. The computer finally blinks. The typewriter sees
you reach for a paper, feed the page to its
platen, and with ease, type. ■
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ephemera : by peter weil

PICTURING THE
EARLY DAUGHERTY

1

A Moment in the History of
the Ancestor of Front-Strike
Keyboard Typewriters
my research on the early history of
the Daugherty was originally conducted
while I was writing a book, published
in 2016, on typewriter history with my
co-author, Paul Robert. We consulted
the standard references and, in the light
of what follows, mistakenly concluded
that production began in 1891. There
had been some debate among historians
about whether the date should be 1890,
the one suggested by Ernst Martin, but
the weight of the evidence identified
in our research supported a date for
the initial production at one year later.
While I knew that anything we put in
our chapters would be subject to modification based on additional evidence by
future typewriterists, little did I know it
would be I myself who would do just that
concerning the Daugherty.
My lesson in humility began late in
2018 with the addition to my collection
of a pair of cabinet card photographs
purchased from a dealer who, in turn,
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had purchased both from the descendants of a family in Groton, New York.
On the back of both photos, in the same
ink script, written in the same hand,
was the statement, “Old Crandall Typewriter Factory, Groton.” To many of us,
this town is known as the home of the
Crandall, Standard Folding, and Corona
typewriters. The combination of provenance established a strong basis for
concluding that both these images were
made at the Crandall factory. One of the
photographs presented a room with four
anonymous workers assembling Daugherty typewriters, while the other showed
a single mechanic assembling a Crandall
New Model.¹ 1 2 When the two photos
arrived identifying the provenance of
both in Groton, I remembered that some
sources had stated that initial production
of the Daugherty had taken place at the
facilities of the Crandall Machine Co. 3
Now I held in my hand a photo of the actual production of the Daugherty there,
most probably in the assembly space
designated in the lower portion of this
1887 drawing of the Crandall factory’s
layout. 5 I was so excited at the possibil-

ity of actually seeing primary evidence
of that written history in the full photo
that I immediately enlarged the photo
to further confirm that the machines in
the image were definitely Daughertys
in the making at the Groton factory (for
example, see 4 ).
However, the biggest unanswered
question was the date of the photograph
showing the assembly of the Daugherty.
How early was the production of the
Daugherty at Groton? When did production there cease? When did production at
Kittanning, Pennsylvania, near Pittsburgh, begin? Lastly, but importantly,
what was the extent of technological
changes during the production run at
Groton and at the initiation of production at the new plant in Pennsylvania?
To attempt to answer these questions,
I re-researched the standard typewriter
histories, researched major and minor
newspaper stories about Daugherty and
his designs, searched patents relevant to
the design of the Daugherty during its
history, and delved more thoroughly into
the Daugherty typewriter ephemera in
my collection.² In addition, using digital

2

3

4

photographs generously provided by
collectors and the Milwaukee Public Museum, I compared 13 surviving manufactured typewriters branded as “DAUGHERTY” and “THE DAUGHERTY VISIBLE”
plus one surviving prototype to assist
in clarifying any technological changes
in the early period of the production
of those machines versus the original
design and relative to each other.³ What
follows is an attempt to use the resulting
data to address these questions.
The best place to begin is learning
something about James Denny “Doc”
Daugherty (1855-1939), and his invention
of the machine.⁴ 6 While growing up in
Kittanning, Pennsylvania, Doc worked
at a brick factory. One day, at the age of
19, his job was interrupted by inclement weather. On a whim, Doc attended a
court in session and listened to lawyers
debate a case. He decided the case was
poorly presented and was certain he
could do better if he were a lawyer. In
1882, after three years at Mt. Union College in Ohio, he began studying law. To
earn a living while doing so, he became a
court stenographer and also worked as a

laborer on oil wells. While on the oil job,
he studied the standard law books with
the help of his wife. This study added to
his skills as a court reporter. He began
this new profession typing on a Sholes
and Glidden, which he had first used in
1877. About 1883, his regular typewriter
changed to a Caligraph model 2, which
he used for another eight years. His use
of these typewriters enabled him to
pinpoint the shortcomings of upstrike
typewriters, including the invisibility of
the line being typed, the maintenance
problems created by their numerous
parts, and the importance of the quality
of metal parts used to make typewriters.
As early as 1880, Doc began designing
his first writing machine, “Daugherty’s
Double Decker,” a stenographic one. It
was never manufactured because its
design conflicted with existing patents,
a challenge he remembered in his future
designs. During the remainder of that decade, he also experimented with keyboard
typewriter designs, applying for his first
complete Daugherty typewriter patent
in June 1891. It was granted the following August as US457291. Three months

5

6
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7

8

9

10

later, backed by a group of investors, the
Daugherty Manufacturing Co. was created
in Pittsburgh. The original intent was to
manufacture the typewriter in Kittanning,
but concerns about limited access to the
skilled labor there resulted in a search for a
manufacturer that already had the personnel and experience to produce the machine
according to the standards Doc desired. As
he himself stated in a letter to the editor of
Illustrated Phonographic World in November, 1895, “When we began manufacturing
typewriters two years ago [italics mine], we
went East, under the idea we could not as
successfully make them at home [in the
Pittsburg-Kittanning area].....Believing
we could do better at home, we [have now]
erected a factory at Kittanning.”
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One of the three identified known
surviving prototypes of the Daugherty
typewriter examined most likely dates
from 1890-91. It bears no serial number
and has a non-QWERTY keyboard inconsistent with any of the manufactured
Daugherty examples or any keyboard
used outside the United States. Although
it is missing a few parts, such as the horizontal scale on the carriage, the mounting points for the scale are still present.
Most of its design was ultimately to be
embodied in the manufactured versions.
However, two major components are
unique to it, relative to the manufactured Daugherty machines, and are also
strongly consistent with the 1891 patent. One involves the escapement using

a double-rack frame on the carriage,
and the other includes a carriage return
spring drum on which the tension lock
point is created by a vertical flat spring
with a horizontal tip that inserts into
a hole on the vertically-mounted drum
back plate. The first of these features can
be seen partially in the photo of the front
of the prototype. 7 There, the lower of
the double-rack escapement part is visible in the center area below the ribbon
vibrator. On it, the rack teeth point up.
Not visible is the upper part of the rack,
the one with the teeth pointing down.
The second of these design components
can be seen in this photo of the rear of
the prototype 8 and in these two illustrations from the 1891 patent. 9 10

11

There is a hint that at least one of the
other prototypes made during the preproduction period had a different design
for its shift and spacing keys in the area
in front of the keyboard. That hint can
be found in an engraving of the Daugherty design that was published by The
Phonographic World, in June, 1892. 11 As
partially can be seen in the image in the
area below the ribbon vibrator, this probable example of the prototypical design
shares the double-rack escapement with
the prototype I examined (from the Herman Price collection).
In May 1892, The Phonographic World
included a story asserting that the machine would soon be in production. That
assertion proved to be overly optimistic.
At this point, it should be clear that the
usual 1891 date, much less Martin’s 1890
one, has now definitely been falsified as
the one for the initiation of production
of the Daugherty. So, if those dates are
invalid, what is an accurate date?
The credible possibility of bringing the machine into production and
marketing it appeared in July 1892,
when it was reported that the Daugherty
company was seeking a contract with
Colt Fire Arms in Hartford, Connecticut,

to manufacture their writing machine.
For unknown reasons, this potential
arrangement failed to come to fruition.
But, by May, 1893, the Daugherty company announced that it was looking for
a manufacturing site near Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania. This effort also did not
result in the establishment of production. A few months later, however, the
Daugherty firm contracted to have 1,000
machines manufactured by the Crandall
Machine Co. in Groton, New York. The
precise date of the contract, occurring
after June 1893, when Daugherty was
reported as still seeking a manufacturing facility, is not clear. However, by late
summer or fall of 1893, manufacturing
by Crandall had begun, and the Daugherty typewriter was introduced in the
fall as a commercial product. Sources
support the conclusion that marketing
of the Daugherty began in fall, 1893, as
illustrated in this earliest ad found for
the new writing machine dated October,
1893.⁵ 12 Furthermore, according to the
Groton (NY) Journal of October 11, 1894, a
contract to produce a second 1,000 machines was made between the renamed
Daugherty Type Writer Co. and the
Crandall Machine Co. These data, at last,
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provided the earliest date possible, late
summer or fall 1893, that the photograph
I have could have been taken.
The Daugherty as a commercial product was quite similar to the prototypes
and the 1891 patent, but the two unique
design aspects, already discussed for
the prototype I examined, were significantly redesigned. The two aspects again
involved the escapement, with its related
carriage rack, and the carriage return
spring drum. The changes were most
directly covered by three patents submitted in 1893 (the year production actually began), but they were not granted
until between one and three years after
production began.⁶ These changes can
be most clearly seen on serial #1186, the
earliest (after #1032 – not examined by
me) of the 13 surviving early manufactured Daugherty and Daugherty Visible
machines examined for this article and,
as such, the second-earliest known surviving Daugherty typewriter. 13 14 Other
than the QWERTY keyboard, #1186 looks
quite similar to Herman Price’s prototype
from the front. However, the view from
the back reveals the two dramatic differences noted above. Consistent with the
patent submitted in 1893 (#553153), the
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escapement has been modified to include
a single rack, one with the teeth pointing
down. See 15 , for example, from the patent. Moreover, the design of the carriage
return drum, specifically the means to
adjust and hold its tension, has also been
changed. The tension on the production
machine’s drum is held now by a pawl
against teeth on the external ring of the
spring frame. This is consistent with a
similar but smaller arrangement on one
of the 1893 patents. In the patent, the
teeth and pawl are in the center of the
back of the carriage return drum, whereas in the manufactured version, they are
on the outer edge of the wheel. Note this
drawing from the same 1893 patent application and compare it to Figure 13. 16 A
less fundamental change in the secondearliest production survivor that is visible in Figure 13 is the thumbscrew at the
base of the frame in back and the vertical
arm it controls that, together, form the
touch control, adjusting the tension on
the keys. This was covered in the 1893
submission for patent #553153. These two
major technological features in the rack
and the spring drum and the third minor
one that adds the touch control screw are
included in all the other manufactured
surviving machines made after #1186;
they are somewhat visible on two of the
machines being assembled in Figure 1,
perhaps most clearly on the back of the
machine in Figure 5. Based on the Daugherty machines examined, I can conclude
that additional modifications were made
during the years of production, but they
appear to have been minor, relative to
those that first appear on #1186.
Variation in a non-technological
feature on the set of the surviving manufactured sample machines concerns the
decal on the paper table, and thereby, the
branding of the typewriters. All but one of
the seven survivors with serial numbers
below #2163 that have a decal, including the one just below it (#2032), bear
decals that read “DAUGHERTY” (please
see endnote No. 3 for further discussion).
See this image of #2163 and compare it
to #1186 in FIGURE 12, which is typical of
the machines that precede #2163. 17 All
but two of the six survivors, starting with
#2163, that include any decal are branded
as “THE DAUGHERTY VISIBLE.”
Since there was nothing technologically fundamental to distinguish these six
machines from the manufactured survi-
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vors that preceded them, the question is
raised about the implications of the name
change for understanding the completion
of manufacturing at Crandall and the initiation of manufacturing at Daugherty’s
new facility in Kittanning. The factory
at Kittanning was built under contracts
signed by Daugherty Typewriter Co. in
April 1895 and production in the new
facility began at some point in the following late summer or early fall. We have
already noted that production at Kittanning began in the late summer or early fall
of 1895. No specific reference was found
as to the precise date that the production
of Daugherty Type Writer Co. machines
ceased at the Crandall Groton facility, but
we can be reasonably sure that production
had ended there before the initiation of
production at the new plant. Contemporary ephemera in the form of advertisements and trade catalogs are one source
that help us in addressing this issue, but
we need to keep in mind that the etchings
and engravings involve interpretation by
the artists who make them and that there
is a tendency during transitions for older
ads to be used after a change in a product
has been made, as it was costly to have
new advertisements created. That said,
this 1895 ad for a “DAUGHERTY”-branded
typewriter, including the separate touting
of its “visible capacity,” is fairly typical of
those that precede production at Kittanning. 18 In contrast, this October 1895 ad is
typical of those that begin to be published
after production begins at the new factory.
19 It is tempting to conclude that the rebranding of the typewriter coincides with
the shift in production, but the messiness
concerning the use of advertisements in
precisely dating points of change in typewriter history constrains me from making
that conclusion. I can only say for sure

that the branding change took place near
the end of the production at Groton or at
the beginning of that at Kittanning. Lastly,
initiation of production at Kittanning
provides us with the latest possible date
for my photograph, i.e., when production
at Groton ended in 1895. No other data
provide a basis for narrowing the date
range (1893-1895) of the photograph.
In the context of the historical data on
the early production history of Doc’s typewriter and the technological data presented, I think the following conclusions are
supported. The first is that the photograph
of the assembly of the Daugherty typewriters at the Crandall Machine Company was
taken approximately between summer to
fall 1893, when production began at Groton,
and some point before production ceased
there in 1895. Secondly, there were two
major technological changes made in the
design of the machine before production

began in 1893, those concerning the escapement and the carriage return drum. During
production of the Daugherty at Crandall,
no major technological changes appear to
have been made. And, lastly, the Daugherty’s typewriter was rebranded as “THE
DAUGHERTY VISIBLE” in 1895, either just
before production ceased at Groton or at
the initiation of production at Kittanning.
The ephemeral photograph that began this inquiry thus serves as another
window into the history of typewriters,
asking us to see what we have not realized previously, to ask questions about
what we see, and to search for answers.
Any reading of what I have presented
here should lead the reader to know that
further research is needed on the early
history of the Daugherty and that it is
definitely possible that the results may
lead to further revision of my conclusions.
Cherchez la vérité! ■
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Mark & Christina Albrecht: Corona flat
top animal kbd. w/ box & rings, Corona
Sterling (rounded top) animal kbd., 1
Picht Index, Sun 3, Royal Fire Dept.
badge, 2 Empire 2, Edelmann
Richard Amery: Underwood Universal
#F1014079
Lynda Beckler: Stoewer Record,
Imperial D, Carmen
Richard Boydstun: Hammond 1
Exchange #541 3
Erik Bruchez: Fay-Sholes 7 4
Kristyne Burstall: yellow Royal Quiet
De Luxe
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Guillermo Fernández Boan: very early
Blick 7, 5 two Corona 3, Williams 2,
Mignon 3, Gossen Tippa
Thomas Fürtig: Monopol (Minerva 4,
#13734), Saxonia 7 (Chemnitz), 6 Olympia
portable 1 (green-gold marble), 7
Grandjean Stenotype 4 & 5
Diane Maher: Hall Braille writer #21084,
photo of Hall Braille constructor Gus
Sieber & other Hall memorabilia, 8
Olympia SG1 #7-140862 (double gothic),
Olympia SG1 #7-473931, Royal Futura 800
#2A 3967193 (green)

7

Flavio Mantelli: Hughes Typograph
(1850, w/original case)
Richard Polt: Hogar 10
Jonathan Posey: Perkeo 11
Manfred Rommel: Mercedes Electra 2,
with complete equipment 12
Sirvent brothers: Erika 70 passport
writer #9,952,549 13
Georg Sommeregger: Louis Sommeregger (born 1/25/19) 9
Maxim Suravegin: Caligraph 1,
Hartford 2, 14 Presta, Halda 5, Predom,
American Visible, Glashütte 15
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My Erika
Disappears
by hans-peter günther
Curiosity regularly brings me to a flea
market in Lörrach—often with no result,
as the typewriters are in poor condition or
I already own them. But last April, I finally
found an older Erika portable. After a little

bargaining, I paid for the machine, but
asked if I could leave it at the stand while
I looked around a bit longer. The seller
agreed. She was a middle-aged lady with a
little red hat. Very friendly, by the way!
Well, after about an hour, having found
nothing else to buy, I returned to find
that the lady had disappeared, and there
was no black typewriter case under any
table. My pulse and blood pressure shot
up. How could I have been so stupid? I
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looked all over the flea market, with no
result. Maybe the lady’s husband had
taken over the stand, and had unknowingly sold the machine for a second time.
I learned something that day: “Take what
you’ve bought and paid for!” Better to
go to the parking lot twice than to leave
with empty hands. If the seller ever
reads this, I’m in the phone book, and
will still welcome “my Erika” with open
arms. May we meet again! ■
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No. 114, December 2018

• Restoring a Hebrew Mercedes 5
• Günter Grass’s Olivetti Lettera 22
• Wolfgang Bergmann’s Olivetti museum
• Typewriter art

HBw-Aktuell
ifhb.de

January 2019

• Continental turned into a lamp
• Carriage rail leveling tool
• 13+ Mitterhofer reproductions known

February 2019

• Imperial dual-unit typewriters
• 100,000 hits on Lothar Friedrich’s website:
historische-schreibmaschinen-friedrich.de

March 2019

• IBM & Optima dual-unit typewriters
• Letter from a 14-year-old collector
• Graf & Oertel typewriter show in Groitzsch

segretariacollezionisti@gmail.com

No. 74, December 2018

• Gian Piero Barozzi’s typewriter designs,
e.g. Juki 3300
• Repairman’s tale: electric shock from a
manual typewriter?
• Meeting at Mario Pedrali’s museum
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I love the Lettera 22 and 32, but the cases just don’t
seem to weather their journey through time to the
modern day as well as the typewriters within. I’d
actually considered making a case myself. Then I
found this one, and it’s perfect. The SKB Universal
Equipment/Mixer Bag is a nicely padded ballistic
nylon case that’s perfectly sized for the Lettera
22/32. It’s actually intended for audio mixing
consoles, but its interior dimensions of 12x12x4 in.
are almost tailor-made for my favorite Olivettis. It’s
readily available for $40. It’s a pretty snug fit, but
that’s good—the typewriter won’t rattle around.
And it’s a nylon coil zipper, so it won’t scratch
the paint like brass, or lose teeth like the original
molded-tooth plastic zippers. Smith-Corona Skyriters and Hermes Rockets are a little loose in this
case, but not overly so, and they benefit from the
shoulder strap and padding. It’s too small for the
Lettera 31 and machines of that ilk, but the Olympia
SF and Traveller are a perfect fit.
—Garrett Lai
California
Who else has found ways to improve on original
typewriter cases?
I recently began restoring an Olympia Optima F1,
and I can’t find any references to it. An oddity of
this machine is that, although it’s an Olympia, it
has the bones of an Olivetti. Its serial number is
5289791. I’ve looked for this number on The Typewriter Database, but I am lost. I haven’t even found
any photos of it online.
Its keys are square and black. The keyboard is
Spanish QWERTY. The paper table is painted in two
layers: first a classic olive green, as on the Lettera
32, and then black. I realized this when I was sanding down the paper table to remove rust. Both coats
of paint have definitely been baked on; I am very
sure that the black layer is not spray painted.
Apparently the machine was built by Olympia
with an Olivetti mechanism, with all Olivetti parts.
This mystery reminds me that many years ago, I
worked in a Ford factory, and that at one point, the
company bought a large inventory of parts from
Chrysler, which were then used to build Fords. Did
Olympia buy some inventory from Olivetti?
I have kept looking for clues about this model,
but haven’t even come close to learning how it was
produced. Does anyone have information about this
peculiar machine?
—Armando Warner
Tizayuca, Mexico

I recently got some old issues of ETCetera, going
back to No. 85. I am very happy to have these beautiful magazines in my possession now. Their quality
is unique, and the thoroughness of the research on
early manufacturers, inventors, and history is very
informative and well done. My compliments!
For all these reasons, I permit myself to pose the
following question to my international colleagues.
Who knows the pictured “Gisela” typewriter, or has
even once seen it in the flesh? (The photo and description are taken from Ernst Martin.) Aside from the coincidence that its manufacturer has the same name as
I do, everything about the origins of this typewriter
would interest me. The least bit of information would
delight me. I can be informed either through ETCetera
or directly. I have great confidence in the immense
knowledge of my international colleagues, and in this
space I would like to thank all who give some thought
to my inquiry.
—Hans-Peter Günther
Steinen, Germany

“Gisela (1921). This machine lies in between our large
office typewriters and our little portables. It was manufactured by Gisela-Schreibmaschinen-Werk Günther &
Co. in Berlin O. 27, Schillingstrasse 14, but this company
no longer exists. It has a universal keyboard with 30 keys
for 90 characters.” (According to Martin’s 1949 edition,
“The machine did not get past the experimental stage.”)

